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Understanding Income Taxes

Schools and colleges should teach students 
about income taxes and how our government funds itself

on the collection of taxes on income (derived from any
source). Many students who may not have worked a job
or seen a W-2 form before are starting businesses; thus,
they have no experience with the compliance needed to 

be in good standing with the Treasury Department. 
- Karla Dennis, Karla Dennis 

and Associates Inc.
 



COHEAO'S Fall Virtual Workshop 
Webinars: Tuesday, November 15th

&
Wednesday, November 16th

Register Here!
 

Registration is now open! Creating flexibility for your 
travel budget while providing professional development,
networking, industry resources, & innovative solutions 

to your everyday tasks in Higher Education
www.Coheao.com
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COHEAO UPCOMING EVENTS

Borrowers who were cut out of student loan relief
describe 'a gut punch'

Cory Turner 

Listen closely. Between the din of supporters cheering
the cancellation of some federal student loan debts,
and the clamor of conservative lawyers arguing that
President Biden's debt relief plan is wildly
unconstitutional, you can hear the frustration of
borrowers trapped in the middle. "Emotionally, it's like
a gut punch," says Chris Tasich.

Read More

The Psychology Of Money
 

It’s essential to understand that, at its core, one’s
relationship with one’s finances is no different from any
other relationship. One’s outlook on finances shapes the

way in which one develops as an individual and
professional. Education focused on the psychology of
money fundamentally changes the probability of poor

financial management in trying times. 
- Daniel Kachani, Aria Wealth Solutions



INTERNATIONAL FRAUD
AWARNESS WEEK 

International Fraud Awareness Week is observed
globally in the third week of November. This year,
the event takes place from November 13–November
19. The aim is to raise awareness of fraud through
fraud prevention campaigns and education. Did you
know that the Ponzi scheme was named after
Charles Ponzi, who defrauded banks of about $20
million in 1920? Fraud is defined as an intentional
act of deceiving someone to secure an unlawful or
unfair gain. Fraud is not only financial. It also
includes identity theft, voter fraud, healthcare fraud,
and more. Fraud is pervasive in every area of
human lives, and it’s becoming more sophisticated
and rewarding. Education on the other hand
removes such faults from society and helps to
better.
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WHERE THE WEAKNESSES ARE IN STUDENT 
FINANCIAL WELLNESS 

Learn More 

Check out the video by clicking the red play button.

Melissa Ezarik

The latest Student Voice survey from Inside
Higher Ed and College Pulse found that 1,550 of
the 2,000 undergraduate student respondents

will have student loan debt after graduation. But
one in five don’t know how much debt they’ll
have, and the nearly half who do know the

amount do not know their approximate monthly
payment.

 
Read More
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Join COHEAO's Listserv

One-time Federal Student Loan 
Debt Relief Eligible borrowers can 

get a full or partial discharge of loans
up to $20,000. Apply today!


